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Specifications
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Wheelbase 
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Dimensions (mm) 

Model K4000G

Extra Long / LowRear deck

Cabin type

Model

Rear deck

Cabin type

K4000G

Extra Long / Low

 Rear deck length

 Rear deck width 

 Rear deck height 

 Total rear deck height 

 Wheeltread (Front)

 Wheeltread (Rear) 

Dimensions (mm) 

Standard

5,455

1,750

2,095

2,810

1,265

1,380

Standard

3,400

1,650

355

811

1,470

1,270

About Kia Motors Corporation 

Kia Motors Corporation (www.kia.com) – a maker of quality vehicles for the young-at-
heart – was founded in 1944 and is Korea's oldest manufacturer of motor vehicles. Over 
2.7 million Kia vehicles a year are produced in 9 manufacturing and assembly operations 
in five countries which are then sold and serviced through a network of distributors and 
dealers covering around 150 countries. Kia today has over 47,000 employees worldwide 
and annual revenues of US$42 billion. It is the major sponsor of the Australian Open and 
an official automotive partner of FIFA – the governing body of the FIFA World Cup™. Kia 
Motors Corporation's brand slogan – "The Power to Surprise" – represents the company's 
global commitment to surprise the world by providing exciting and inspiring experiences 
that go beyond expectations.

Kia Motors Corporation  231 Yangjae-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul, 137-938, Korea 
www.kia.com   1304-JS/GE-LHD

※  All information and illustrations contained in this brochure are based on data available at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. Some product features are optional items that may not be 
available on the base model. Contact your local Kia dealer for the most current information. 

Cloth (Urban Gray) Artificial leather (Urban Gray) Cloth (Maroon Red) Artificial leather (Chocolate Brown)

It’s all in the details
We’ve built a reputation for durability and value, and there’s no better example of this than the Kia K4000G. 

With its modern looks, dynamic performance and attention to detail, the K-series truck sets a new standard 
for the segment in every respect. The exterior is highlighted by a large protective front bumper, advanced 

aerodynamic cab design and Kia’s family-look tiger nose grille found on it stylish passenger car lineup.
Enjoy Your Work
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a. The metallic tone centre fascia creates a distinctive high-tech image, while the climate 
control system integrates the heating, air conditioning and ventilation controls into one 
unit. b. The versatile glove box offers convenient storage solutions for small items while 
providing up to 11.13 litres of total space c. A conveniently located Aux/USB socket allows you 
to play your favorite tunes from just about any external music device. d. Spacious seats are 
tastefully finished artificial leather or cloth while the centre seatback can be folded forward 
to reveal a double layer tray with two cup holders, memo clip and coin tray. e. The driver’ seat 
features adjustable lumbar support at the touch of a button to provide maximum comfort 
on long journeys. f. Makes maneuvering the K-series truck a breeze while also allowing you 
to set your preferred steering wheel height position for maximum comfort.  g. Fills the riding 
space with premium sound while offering maximum connectivity to external music devices.

You spend a lot of time at work. Why not make it more enjoyable? The Kia K4000G 
was developed with an eye towards ease of operation, which directly relates to 
how well the vehicle performs. And this allows you to get your work done better 
than ever before. Whether driving or taking a short rest, the K4000G is a pleasant, 
quiet and ergonomic workhorse. Discover the experience of owning a K4000G.

e. Driver lumbar supportd. Main seat

f. Power tilt steering wheel

Performance made simple

c. Round-edged brim cover 

a. The unique folding-type stopper safely props up long items that extend beyond the bed.       
b. The wraparound cover protects the chain from corrosion, thus maintaining lifelong use. 
c. The rounded brim cover allows easier loading and unloading as well as greater durability 
than edged designs. d. The catcher promises better grip thanks to its ergonomic handle 
while the inner spring ensures smooth movement. e. The efficient 3.0 litre JT diesel engine 
provides sufficient power to haul the largest loads. f. The back warning system uses 
sensors to alert you to any obstacles behind the vehicle. g. The 14” disc brake is activated 
by the enhanced  master cylinder. Improved from the previous 9” single booster, the 
K4000G obtains more capacity with 8”+9” tandem type.

The K4000G is the right companion for large cargo hauling or any construction 
job. Not only does its bed size give you the length and width to accommodate 
the bulkiest of cargo, but it also is closer to the ground to make manual loading 
and unloading easier while offering maximum payload capacity of 2,545 kg. The 
K4000G’s JT engine (2,956 cc) puts out 85 ps at 4,000 rpm and 18.5 kg·m of torque 
at 2,200 rpm for cla ss-leading hauling ability.

e. 3.0 ( JT) diesel engine g. Disk brake

a. Folding-type stopper b. Covered rear gate chain

d. Easialy operated catcher

f. Back warning system

Most of all, we care about you 

c. Aux / USB

b. Glove box

5-Speed manual transmission
The 5-speed manual transmission offers 
improved fuel efficiency and durability 
as well as smoother great shifts and 
NVH performance, resulting an enhanced 
ride and comfort.  

Folding key
A new folding key with remote lock/unlock 
is just one of the new convenient touches 
that shows Kia’s attention to detail.

a. Main dash

g. Radio+CD+MP3+Bluetooth with  
    USB+AUX & Audio Remote Control


